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Abstract In this study, we examined the responses of East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) to natural (solar
variability and volcanic aerosols) and anthropogenic (greenhouse gasses and aerosols) forcings simulated in the
17 latest Coupled Model Intercomparison Program phase 5 models with 105 realizations. The observed
weakening trend of low-level EASM circulation during 1958–2001 is partly reproduced under all-forcing runs. A
comparison of separate forcing experiments reveals that the aerosol forcing plays a primary role in driving the
weakened low-level monsoon circulation. The preferential cooling over continental East Asia caused by aerosol
affects the monsoon circulation through reducing the land-sea thermal contrast and results in higher sea level
pressure over northern China. In the upper level, both natural forcing and aerosol forcing contribute to the
observed southward shift of East Asian subtropical jet through changing the meridional temperature gradient.

1. Introduction

The East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) is the most important climate system over East Asia, which provides
about 40 ~ 50% (60 ~ 70%) of the annual mean precipitation over southern China (northern China) [Lei et al.,
2011]. However, during the second half of the twentieth century, the EASM circulation has undergone a
weakening tendency, which is featured by a decreasing low-level southwesterly wind, southward shift of East
Asian subtropical jet (EASJ) and an increase of sea level pressure (SLP) over East Asia [Wang, 2001; Guo et al.,
2003; Yu et al., 2004; Yu and Zhou, 2007]. Associated with the weakening of EASM circulation, precipitation
increases along the middle and lower reaches of Yangtze River valley and decreases over northern China,
exhibiting a so-called “southern-flood-northern-drought” (SFND) pattern [Gong and Ho, 2002].

The mechanism responsible for the decadal weakening of EASM is an active research topic. The possible
reasons include natural factors (solar variability, volcanic eruptions, and internal variability) and anthropo-
genic factors (greenhouse gas (GHG) and anthropogenic aerosols). The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), as
an internal variability mode of climate system, is regarded as one of forcing mechanisms [Yang and Lau, 2004;
Li et al., 2010b]. Some studies also suggest that the weakening of EASMmay be a response to global warming
driven by the increased GHG [Ueda et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2012]. In addition, the increased air pollution is also
suggested as one of the mechanisms responsible for the weakening of EASM [Menon et al., 2002; Qian et al.,
2003, 2009; He et al., 2013;Wang et al., 2013]. Recently, Lei et al. [2014] suggested that both internal variability
and anthropogenic forcing play roles in the observed weakening of EASM. Up to now, there is no consensus
on the mechanisms of EASM weakening [Zhou et al., 2009].

In the results of coupled model simulation from the ongoing Coupled Model Intercomparison Program phase 5
(CMIP5), since the observed temporal phases of internal variability modes such as El Nino Southern Oscillation and
PDO can not be reproduced by specifying external forcings, the natural forcing only refers to solar and volcanic
factors. In this study, we examine responses of EASM to natural and anthropogenic forcings simulated by 17 latest
CMIP5models (see Table S1 of the supporting information for themodel details), which are driven respectively by
GHG, natural forcings, and a combination of all forcings. We aim to understand the following questions: (1) Can
the observed weakening tendency of EASM circulation be reproduced in 17 CMIP5 models by specifying the
external forcings? (2) If they can, what are relative contributions of different external forcings to the decadal
weakening of EASM circulation? (3) How does the external forcing result in the change of EASM circulation?
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2. Model Experiments, Observations, and Method

We analyze the total 105 simulations from 17 CMIP5 models which include 35 historical, historical GHG, and
historical natural experiments (see Table S2 of the supporting information), respectively. The historical simula-
tions (named as all forcing) are forced by both natural (solar variability and volcanic aerosols) and anthropo-
genic forcings (GHG and anthropogenic aerosols) (see Table S3 of the supporting information). The historical
GHG (named as GHG forcing) and historical natural (named as natural forcing) simulations are the same as the
historical simulations except that they are forced by well-mixed GHG changes or natural variations only. In the
analysis, following Taylor et al. [2009], the response to anthropogenic forcing is calculated as the difference
between all-forcing and natural-forcing runs. The response of aerosol forcing is calculated as the difference
between anthropogenic-forcing and GHG-forcing runs.

The following observational and reanalysis data sets are used: (1) monthly mean SLP and 850 hPa winds from
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 40-year Re-Analysis (ERA-40) [Uppala et al., 2005] and
(2) monthly mean surface air temperature (SAT) anomalies from Goddard Institute for Space Studies Surface
Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP) [Hansen et al., 2010].

All the model outputs are interpolated into common 2.5° × 2.5° grid by bilinear interpolation. We focus on the
linear trends in the boreal summer (June-July-August mean, JJA) during 1958–2001. To determine the leading
mode of EASM decadal variability, the multivariate empirical orthogonal function (MV-EOF) on the three
atmospheric circulation fields (SLP, meridional and zonal wind at 850 hPa) is performed over the EASM region
(0°N–50°N, 100°E–140°E), following the observational analysis method of Wang et al. [2008]. Before the
MV-EOF, the 7 year low-pass filter is applied to suppress the interannual variability.

3. Results

The leading MV-EOF mode in the observation and the all-forcing run of multimodel ensemble mean (MME)
are shown in Figure 1. The leading mode in the observation accounts for 29.4% of the total variance for all

Figure 1. (top) The leading MV-EOF patterns and corresponding PC of SLP (shaded) and 850 hPa winds (vectors) in (left) ERA-40 and (right)
MME. The percentage at the right corner is explained variance. The MME is constructed by using 35 realizations from 17 CMIP5 models (see
supporting information for details).
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three fields together (Figure 1a). The spatial pattern of the leading mode shows low pressure extending from
the southwestern China to South Korea/North Korea and high pressure over the northwestern Pacific (NWP).
At 850 hPa, an anticyclone is evident over the NWP, and southerly winds dominate eastern China. The prin-
cipal component of the leading mode (PC1) exhibits a decreasing trend, indicative of the weakening ten-
dency of EASM circulation (Figure 1b). The PC1 has been stable since the 1980s and tends to recover from the
1990s, indicating the recovery of EASM circulation as noted in previous studies [Liu et al., 2012]. Compared to
the observation, the anticyclone in the MME shifts northward and appears well organized (Figure 1c). The
pattern correlation of SLP between theMME and observation is 0.68, which is statistically significant at the 5%
level. The PC1 in the MME also exhibits a declining trend and has recovered since the 1990s (Figure 1d). A
further MV-EOF analysis on the different forcing runs shows that aerosol forcing contributes most to the
EASM weakening, while the GHG forcing favors an enhanced monsoon circulation (Figure S1 of the
supporting information). The correlation coefficient for the PC1 in the observation and MME is 0.78, which is
statistically significant at the 1% level. Hence, the observed leadingmode has been well captured by the MME
in the context of both spatial pattern and temporal evolution.

The different forcing runs from the MME are analyzed to investigate their contributions to the declining trend
of EASM. The linear trends of SLP and 850 hPa winds during 1958–2001 in the observation and different runs
of MME are shown in Figure 2. The positive trends of SLP over northern China and negative trends of SLP over
the NWP are seen in both the observation and all-forcing run (Figures 2a and 2b). To be consistent with
850 hPa winds, SLP in the observation is also from ERA-40 but HadSLP2 [Allan and Ansell, 2006] shows similar
results (Figure S2 of the supporting information). The cyclone circulation over the NWP and northerly winds
over eastern China are also evident. The similarity between the leading mode and the trend pattern suggests
that the leadingmode reflects the trend of EASM circulation. The anthropogenic-forcing run displays a similar
pattern as the all-forcing run, indicating a dominant role of anthropogenic-forcing agents (Figure 2c). In
contrast, the anticyclone and southerly winds dominate eastern China in the GHG-forcing runs (Figure 2d).
The SLP and wind response to the natural forcing is weak (Figure 2e). The response of SLP in the aerosol-
forcing run features a meridional dipole pattern, with positive anomalies over northern China and negative
anomalies over southern China (Figure 2f). Correspondingly, eastern China is dominated by northerly wind
anomalies, indicating a weakened summer monsoon circulation.

To understand the physical processes through which external forcings alter the monsoon circulation pat-
terns, the linear trends of SAT in the observation and MME are displayed in Figure 3. Over eastern China, the
surface cooling is evident in the observation (see the box of Figure 3a). In the all-forcing run, themagnitude of
cooling in the region is weaker, but the pattern is similar to the observation (Figure 3b). In the GHG-forcing
run, the magnitude of the warming over the land is larger than that over the ocean (Figure 3d) because the
heat capacity of the latter is larger. Due to the same reason, the magnitude of cooling over the land is larger
than that over the ocean in the aerosol-forcing run (Figure 3f). Besides this, the anthropogenic aerosol
loading over East Asia is larger than elsewhere [Menon et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2013], so the surface cooling
over East Asian continent is the strongest (Figure 3f). Since the aerosol-induced cooling is offset by the GHG-
induced warming, a weak cooling trend is displayed over eastern China in the anthropogenic-forcing run
(Figure 3c). The natural forcing mainly cools southern China (Figure 3e).

A comparison of Figure 2 with Figure 3 shows that the surface cooling over central China may induce the
positive SLP trends over northern China. To demonstrate this hypothesis, the scatterplot between SLP and SAT
trends in 17 models is shown in Figure 4a. An inverse relationship between SAT and SLP trends is evident in all
simulations. This is also supported by the fitting coefficients, which are all statistically significant at the 5% level
based on the Student’s t test except for GHG-forcing runs. Hence, the surface cooling over eastern China
weakens the land-sea thermal contrast and further induces the positive SLP trends over northern China.

The weakening trend of EASM circulation is driven by the decreased land-sea thermal contrast. This is
evidenced by the linear trends of SAT over central China (Figure 4b). In the observation, central China has
undergone a significant cooling trend (�0.70 K (44 year)�1) during 1958–2001. The cooling trend over central
China will reduce the land-sea thermal contrast. Under all-forcing runs, the cooling trend is captured except
with a smaller magnitude (�0.18 K (44 year)�1), but it is still statistically significant at the 5% level.
Anthropogenic forcing contributes 83.8% to the all forcing cooling following the linearity assumption [Taylor
et al., 2009]. The warming trend over central China is evident in the GHG-forcing run due to the smaller heat
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capacity over land, while the cooling trend is more significant in the aerosol-forcing run due to the prefer-
ential cooling over East Asia. Hence, the aerosol forcing plays a primary role in the central China cooling and
weakened land-sea thermal contrast. In addition, the surface cooling and rainfall decrease may form a pos-
itive feedback as suggested by Li et al. [2010a].

Figure 2. The linear trends of SLP (shaded; hPa (44 year)
�1
) and 850hPa winds (vectors; m s

�1
(44 year)

�1
) in JJA during 1958–2001. (a)

Observations (SLP and 850hPa winds from ERA-40), (b) all-forcing run, (c) anthropogenic-forcing run, (d) GHG-forcing run, (e) natural-forcing
run, and (f) aerosol-forcing run from MME. The green box in Figures 2a and 2b is northern China (32°N–42°N, 105°E–122°E). The dotted areas
indicate that the precipitation trends are statistically significant at the 10% level. The MME is constructed by using 35 realizations from 17 CMIP5
models (see supporting information for details).
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The EASJ is an important component of EASM and can induce uplift over and bring transient eddies to
eastern China, anchoring the EASM rainband [Sampe and Xie, 2010]. The linear trends of EASJ during
1958–2001 under different forcing runs are shown in Figure S3 of the supporting information. The ob-
served southward shift of EASJ [Yu et al., 2004] can be partly reproduced in the all-forcing run, although
with weaker magnitude (Figures S3a and S3b of the supporting information). The natural forcing (aerosol
forcing) contributes to the southward shift of its eastern (western) part (Figures S3e and S3f of the
supporting information). In the GHG-forcing run, the EASJ is intensified but not shifted southward (Figure
S3d of the supporting information). Further analyses show that the changes of EASJ under different sep-
arate forcings are consistent with the changes of meridional temperature gradient (MTG) (Figure S4 of the
supporting information).

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but for SAT trends (K (44 year)
�1
). (a) The observation is from GISTEMP. (a and b) The black boxes are eastern

China (28°N–38°N, 105°E–122°E). The domain average has been subtracted and shown in the right corner. The MME is constructed by
using 35 realizations from 17 CMIP5 models (see supporting information for details).
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4. Summary and Discussion

The influence of different forcings on the weakening of EASM circulation during 1958–2001 is examined by
analyzing 105 realizations from the 17 latest CMIP5 models. The results show that the weakening of EASM cir-
culation is partly reproduced under all-forcing runs. A comparison of separate forcing runs shows that the
aerosol forcing plays a primary role in the weakening of EASM in the all-forcing run. The contribution of natural
forcing is nearly negligible. The GHG forcing favors a slightly enhanced rather than weakened monsoon circu-
lation. The land-ocean heat capacity contrast makes the land warm more than the ocean under GHG forcing
and the land cool more under aerosol forcing. Besides this, the aerosol forcing also drives a preferential cooling
over the emission source regions. The combined effects of GHGs and aerosols (anthropogenic forcing) make
East Asia cooler than other neighboring regions. Positive SLP trends over northern China are induced by the
weakened land-sea thermal contrast. The low-level divergence is induced by the positive SLP trends and leads
to aweakening of EASMcirculation. In the upper level, the observed southward shift of EASJ is partly captured in
the all-forcing run and contributed by both natural forcing and aerosol forcing through the change of MTG.

Some limitations of the study should be acknowledged. First, the linearity assumption is adopted from the
work of Taylor et al. [2009] to investigate the roles of different external forcings. However, whether the re-
sponses of climate system to different forcings are linear remains to be verified in the future.

Figure 4. (a) Scatterplot of the linear trends of SAT (K (44 year)
�1
) averaged over eastern China (28°N–38°N, 105°E–122°E) and SLP (hPa

(44 year)
�1
) averaged over northern China (32°N–42°N, 105°E–122°E) in JJA during 1958–2001. The dots indicate 17 models in different forc-

ing runs identified by different colors. The lines indicate the best linear fit lines between SAT and SLP. The fitting coefficients are given in the
brackets. (b) Linear trends of SAT averaged over eastern China (28°N–38°N, 105°E–122°E) in the observation, all-forcing run, anthropogenic-
forcing run, GHG-forcing run, aerosol-forcing run, and natural-forcing run of MME (the SAT averaged over the EASM region (0°N–50°N, 90°E–160°E)
have been subtracted). The MME is constructed by using 35 realizations from 17 CMIP5 models (see supporting information for details).
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Second, the observed weakening trend of EASM circulation at the decadal time scale is driven by both the
internal variability and external forcing. Our analysis presented here is based on MME, and thus, the internal
variability is removed largely due to the ensemble technique. Through our analysis, we suggest that the
external forcing plays a significant role in the decadal weakening of EASM circulation. However, the de-
creasing trends of EASM under external forcing is weaker than the observation, as evidenced in the circula-
tion trend pattern (Figure 2b), SAT trend magnitude (Figure 4b). This discrepancy indicates that the internal
variability mode of PDO may play a dominant role in the monsoon weakening as previously suggested [Li
et al., 2010b; Lei et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2013], while the aerosol forcing plays a secondary or complementary
role. Considering the model uncertainty and nonlinearity, how to determine the relative contributions of
internal variability and external forcing deserves further study.

Third, although the EASM circulation trend is partly captured in the MME, the SFND pattern is still a challenge
for current models (Figure S5 of the supporting information). As discussed by Li et al. [2010b], the observed
small-scale monsoon rainband cannot be accurately described by relatively lower resolution models, thus the
limitation of CMIP5 models in the simulation of SFND pattern is not unexpected. Whether high-resolution
models can improve the simulation of monsoon rainband in the context of both climatology and the changes
deserves further study.

Finally, we focus on the decline trend of EASM circulation during the last 50 years in this study, but we also
notice that the all-forcing run of MME has a considerable ability to reproduce the recovery of EASM since the
1990s. Although the aerosol forcing over East Asia is still increasing after the 1990s, the local surface air
temperature change has followed the global aerosol forcing and has not decreased [Xie et al., 2013]. This
partly explains why EASM has also recovered since 1990s in the aerosol-forcing run (Figure S1 of the
supporting information), but the relative contributions of different forcings deserve further study.
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